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Abstract
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Various service management tasks depend on
knowledge about objects they are applied to.
Understanding dependencies between these objects is of special interest. Such dependency
models are neither generally available nor easy
to create. Creating them manually is expensive
in regard to both time and money. In addition,
they must be brought up to date, re ecting the
frequent changes in the managed environment.
After motivating use of dependency models for
various service management tasks, this article
presents a new approach on the modelling itself. It is shown that the proposed modelling
process enables automated generation of such
models. To add exibility and to guarantee
applicability in many environments a special
technique based on neural technologies is used.
This avoids or at least reduces the disadvantages of a purely manual creation process.

Service management is becoming more and
more important within the area of ITmanagement. Its signi cance is stressed by
the nowadays commonly used expression of the
paradigm shift towards service management |
expressing that IT-management is no longer focused on components enabling the services, but
driven by top down requirements. These have
their origins in demands of service customers,
contracts specifying \quality of service" (service level agreements) and company policies.
The problems of service management, such as
specifying these requirements, breaking them
down to components, etc. have not been solved
yet. However, with the subject becoming more
and more important, also more work on this
subject is being carried out.
One special diÆculty arises from the fact that
services cannot be considered isolated tasks.
They tightly depend on other (sub-)services
and | on the lower level | on operating systems, physical components and communication
infrastructure. Obviously, several tasks for ser-
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Introduction

vice management bene t from | or are even
impossible without | the knowledge about
inter{service dependencies. Such tasks are described in section 2.
Descriptions of such dependencies of services
are commonly called service dependency models. Section 3 gives more exact de nitions of
several distinct types of models.
In section 4 this article describes what existing
problems, mainly concerning the model's manual creation. Later, section 5 presents a process enabling the automated creation of models
along with discussions of the resulting bene ts.
As the project is still in its beginnings, a prototype cannot be presented yet; nevertheless,
an analysis of some aspects of implementation
follow in section 6.
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Similar dependency models are needed when
determining availability requirements on services from superior ones (looking from a top
down perspective) respectively for the calculation of service availability from the availability of underlying services (bottom up), as described in [10].
The management on the lower OSI layers also
bene ts from such models. E.g., [11] applies
reasoning on models for network performance
management.
The knowledge of dependencies between services may further be useful for the prediction
of impacts on other services due to management operations. This is of particular interest
in the typical `repair'-scenario, where a service
implementation has to be shut down temporarily: it might be essential to know the e ects on
other services beforehand.

Existing Applications of
Dependency Models
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Several research projects (e.g. [12], [2]) already
investigated the advantages of models of dependencies between services. A common result of these examinations is that | assuming
models do already exist | great bene ts can
be achieved for management tasks.
One application is the so-called root cause analysis. It helps to nd a common (root) cause of
problems or faults detected at di erent places
within an environment. It may be applied to
network components reporting error conditions
as well as on services where, e.g. the service
users detects the problem. The reason for the
actual need of such root cause analysis is that
error conditions or problem reports brought
to the administrators or management systems,
are just description of symptoms. To be able
to derive their causes, further knowledge about
the dependencies among them is necessary. [6],
[5] and [9] explain this subject in detail.

Types of Models

To enable a common understanding of the
meaning of dependency models in the explanations following later, this section distinguishes
and explains several model types.
Generally speaking, service dependency models
can be considered graphs consisting of nodes
which represent the managed objects | in this
case the services or service realizations | and
of edges, standing for functional inter-service
dependencies.
In the simplest case the graph is not directed;
then edges only represent generic relationships,
but it is not possible to express the direction
of the dependencies. This must be regarded a
serious de ciency for lots of applications, but
might be suÆcient for special tasks.
Usually, directed graphs are used. Besides the
direction it is in some cases useful to attach further management relevant attributes to them.
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With these it is possible:
 to form groups which, e.g., to express that
a dependency cannot occur without the
others,
 to express that some dependencies must
occur in a certain order, or
 to attach values of strength or likelihood.
One can already imagine that dependency
models used for di erent purposes may di er
in various ways, e.g. according to their level of
abstraction, the degree of detail and of course
the types of services and components. Examples are:
 hosts with communication dependencies
 high level services, disregarding distributed service implementations and
 services including several levels of subservices.
Basically, for the models there are always two
opposite levels of abstraction:
1. abstract service models and
2. models of real world services (applications,
components, etc.).
The rst type is used to model purely abstract
services with their dependencies. It is independent of any concrete runtime environment.
Figure 1 shows an example.
Advantages of abstract representations are
that they are comparably small, compared to
the second type, generic in nature and reusable
in various environments.
Models of the second type provide a representation of a particular, real environment |
it models the dependencies of the service implementations as they exist at runtime, like a
program or piece of hardware communicating
with others, or depending on underlying software/hardware components. Thus, the infrastructure the services are implemented in in u-
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Figure 1: Typical Abstract Service Dependency Graph
ence the structure of the model.
Sometimes these models are simply considered
as instantiated examples of the abstract graph.
However, while this is true for the nodes (services), this may not be true for the edges (dependencies). It may, e.g., not be the case due
to special circumstances, where the abstract
model is (purposely) generalising too much,
thus hiding di erences in distinct service implementations.
Figure 2 shows a scenario, where one of the
web clients does not depend on the DNS server.
This might be the case, because only very special web pages are viewed from that particular
browser, for which only direct IP addresses are
needed, or simply because the host names are
stored in a static con guration le. Thus, the
dependency depicted by the broken line would
be part of a model instantiated from the abstract one ( gure 1), but is not part of the real
world model. For simplicity reasons, the modelling of the communication infrastructure is
left aside.
Thus, the
3. instantiated dependency model
is a third type of models.
Compared to the abstract models, a possi3

of the same type used exclusively. The latter
case is useful, e.g. in a scenario where a worker
may use one of two input terminals, according
to his location at the working environment (e.g.
the side of the assembly line), but not both at
the same time.
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Section 2 already mentioned that most papers
on the bene ts of dependency models assume
the existence of such models. Others, like [2]
present means of describing models suitable for
IT-management, but also do not provide models as such.
Despite of the positive results of such investigations, dependency models are hardly used at
a larger scale in real environments. This is due
to several reasons:
Up to now, they have to be created by hand;
this can be a very time consuming task, especially in complex environments with a large
number of services. The problem gets worse if
di erent applications of the dependency models are taken into account which need models
at di erent levels of detail. Either, one nds
some kind of compromise or has to create several distinct graphs.
From a purely top down perspective, the `best'
models are based on generic services; reusable
in various environments. However, to guarantee a wide acceptance, it is nally up to international standardisation organisations to dene generic descriptions of services and their
dependencies | usually taking a very long
time.
Examples for generic de nitions can be found
in the Common Information Model (CIM, [3],
[4] respectively), de ning classes for services
and other managed objects including several

Figure 2: Real World Service Dependency
Graph
bly huge number of objects and dependencies
might be needed for the real world and the instantiated models. The real world graph has
less or exactly the same number of dependencies than the instantiated one, otherwise there
would be major faults in the abstract model.
In the di erences between these two graphs lies
useful information, because they are, in other
words, exceptions from the generic case.
Models, as usually described in other works,
are either abstract or instantiated models. The
bene ts of models that directly describe real
world dependencies are usually left out of consideration, because the automatic creation is
not yet possible in an adequate way.
Between these two extremes of abstract and
real world models lie the
4. reduced real world model.
Just like the real world models, they provide
a view on the real services and resources, but
| to reduce complexity | they make one step
towards abstraction by merging some instances
into one node.
This may, happen to hide the existence of redundant services, or with services/applications
4

All these disadvantages are reasons why dependency models are not widely used. One attempt to overcome | at least the most significant | disadvantages is to automate the creation process of models as much as possible.
This would help to reduce the time to create,
as well as to maintain the models, to an acceptable extent and thus help to diminish the
problems coming from the companies (still) not
delivering models with their products.

types of dependencies.
Later, during the utilisation of models, it might
be necessary to change some of them, adapt
them to new conditions, etc. This is especially
a problem, because services often cannot be
modelled on a very abstract level, but | as
programs available on the market do not always exactly match the exact requirements |
the models must consider the properties of the
real world service realizations. Even simple
software updates might then lead to changes
in the models. Over the years, this again sums
up to a time consuming task.
Preventing the design of widely used models is
the lack of an established common model description format on the market. This makes
the realization of management applications
more diÆcult and is a real handicap for reusing
the same models for di erent purposes. Actually, this problem should, e.g. be addressed
by the information model of management platforms | but nowadays these are not yet powerful enough to handle the kinds of dependency
descriptions needed.
The above reasons nally lead to the fact that
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Overall Modelling Process

Before an explanation of the modelling itself,
this section describes the overall modelling process it is embedded in.
Usually, the manual creation of abstract models is one of the rst steps. Afterwards, the instantiated model is derived adding knowledge
about the environment.
However, to enable the automated creation of
such models, it is necessary to chose a di erent
approach: The abstract models have to be created from real world dependency models, because it is possible to directly construct them
from noticeable interactions of or between services implementations.
The input for the process is a list of (abstract)
services and component types for which dependencies should be modelled, and a matching
list of service implementations and real components. They will nally become the nodes of
the abstract, respectively the real world dependency graph. The output is one abstract and
one real world model, containing all dependencies detected.
Figure 3 depicts the necessary steps. The left
part of the gure represents the abstract view
on services, whereas the right side deals with
their real world realizations:

companies do not deliver models along with
their products. This is a further handicap for

their customers. The only dependencies usually described are vaguely expressed prerequisites like \needs HP-UX10 and 200MB of disk
space".
There are further reasons, why companies do
not deliver more exact dependency descriptions: On the one hand due to con dentiality
of the information, and on the other hand due
to strategic reasons which are enforced to help
strengthening the companies market position.
The big e orts that have to be taken to generate the models also do not allow to carry out
modelling regularly. This prevents their application for special management tasks, as described in the end of section 5.
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abstract viewpoint
(1)
select services

3. Now, the necessary means of data collection may be installed per object, using e.g.
local management agents or tools commonly available.
4. Then, the real world data may be collected,
5. merged according to the reduced model,
and
6. dependencies may be calculated. This
step is the actual challenge for the automation using neural technologies, as described in the next section.
7. If necessary for the management task, also
an abstract service model can be derived,
from the model above, together with the
information from step 2.
It is then possible to apply the required management tasks, e.g. as described in section 2,
to the models.
The rst step is manual, but this is not a real
problem, because it is directly driven by the
needs of the management. If only models of the
real world dependencies are needed, the rst
two steps may even be omitted; instead, the
service implementations must then be selected
directly.
The installation of the means of data collection
should | together with the process of collection itself | be tied to already used management tools, like management platforms, simple
SNMP ([1]) querying software etc. (for a complete overview see [8]). Thus, the e ort that
must be put into these steps is acceptable.
The most complex task is the nal creation of
the model (step 6). As it has to deal with even
more objects (nodes), it is even more complex
than the original task of directly constructing
the abstract models. However, with data available from step 5 it is now possible to automate
this step. This is described in more detail in
the following section.

real−world viewpoint

(2)
choose matching
service−realizations
(3)
install means of
data collection
(4)
collect data
(5)
merge data
(6)
find dependencies
(7)
derive abstract
model

real−
world
model

abstract
model
apply management
to models

Figure 3: Steps of the Modelling Process
1. First, all services and components that
should be part of the model must be selected. Of course this depends on the management tasks the model will be used for.
2. For each abstract service the matching implementations in the real world must be
chosen. These may be a number of di erent software implementations, hardware
components, etc. In some cases, as explained in section 3, several of these objects may nally represent only one instance of a service.
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Figure 4 also shows possible extensions of the
process (dotted lines, marked with asterisks)
enabling even more applications of the dependency models.
*

Further helpful applications are based on the
comparison of the real world models with a reinstantiated abstract model (**), making exceptions and special cases explicitly visible.
Both types of applications take special bene ts
from the modelling process that are not available in conventional, manually created models.

(4)
collect data
(5)
merge data
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(6)
find dependencies
(7)
derive abstract
model

abstract
model

A basic assumption of the modelling process
is that dependencies can be guessed quiet well
from the activities of the services, collected in
the data of step 5.
A straightforward method to determine the dependencies is to choose data directly expressing
this kind of information, like usage entries in
log les. Step 5 would then be carried out by
extracting the information from the relevant
les.
However, a major drawback of this approach
is, that log les typically have a proprietary
format or sometimes even change between software versions. Even worse, not all applications
provide log les containing this information, or
its access may be restricted for several other
reasons, like e.g. security policies or limited
amount of local disk space.
The suggested solution is to concentrate on information which is relatively easy to collect and
available for all types of services respectively
applications.
Examples for such measurable values allowing
to draw conclusions on the services' activities
are:
 cpu usage compared to the cpu power
available over a certain period of time, or
 communication bandwidth used by the
system the service is running on.
Generally speaking, this is information taken

real−
world
model

**

Generating the Models

compare

re−instantiate
model
**
instan−
tiated
model

Figure 4: Extension of the Modelling Process
The rst types of applications assume the iterative repetition of steps 4 to 6 (*) | respectively
4 to 7, if they work on the abstract models |
and take two (or more) models, created at different points in time, as input, e.g. to make
out changes that happened in the system.
Such comparisons support fault prediction, because changes in system behaviour often re ect
errors already present, but simply do not yet
e ect the usability of services | or at least not
to a noticeable extent.
The detected changes may also be used to point
out forbidden actions or disallowed use of services. This is helpful especially for intrusion
detection or to recognise service misuse.
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designing and building a special test eld is
not necessary | this would even be impossible when hard to set up services have to be
modelled.
Figure 5 shows two plots of data collected from
two hosts during the same time. The values
shown represent the intensity of the hosts' IPcommunications with others during time intervals of ve seconds.
500000

400000

activity

from lower layers, like the operating system,
middleware or the transport system.
Of course, this information does not show the
dependencies explicitly. The fact that two services show activity at the same time does not
yet allow to say that they are dependent, but
after observing behaviour several times (over
a certain period of time), such a conclusion is
plausible.
This is where methods from the eld of neural
networks are able to make use of their advantages, like:
 dealing with uncertain information,
 robustness to noise in the input data
and others also described in [7].
In this case, a neural network is used to determine whether two real world objects have
a relationship or not. It is achieved by training the neural network with the data collected
from the real environment, for which the results (whether dependencies between the objects exist or not) are known. Examples are
needed for both cases.
To achieve good quality, the training set must
contain data from at least two or more distinct
\service implementation { service user" dependencies as well as pairs of non-related services.
Each of them must be observed under various
usage conditions and during times of high and
low utilisation. Usually, this is the case with
data from chosen services in real environments,
collected over a longer time period, e.g. a few
days including some hours during night and
weekend.
During the utilisation of the neural network it
may be improved further using reinforcement
learning techniques.
Using data from real environments leads to the
problem of noisy training data, but with the
neural networks ability to generalise these requirements can be met. Furthermore, by this,
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Figure 5: Example plots of network activities
of two hosts
Of special interest within the plots are the high
spikes. At three time intervals (labelled with
the numbers 1785, 1801 and 1826 for the rst
host, respectively 1784, 1800 and 1825 for the
second) both hosts show an activity (of nearly
the same intensity) indicating a possible relationship. The plot of host one additionally
shows activity at other times (at numbers 1794
and 1837) which is just noise for the investigation of the two hosts' relationship.
In the general case, similar data expressing activity must be selected, as described in the previous section, for each object implementing a
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service. If several objects have to be merged
in the nal models the data has to be merged
accordingly. This simply can happen by assessing them (assigning factors) and summing the
values up.
One problem of this method needs further investigation: In the generation process of real
world models of course more than just two objects are involved. To test for all possible relationships of n objects O(n2 ) tests are necessary.
On the one hand this argument supports the
use of neural networks, as | once trained |
they can calculate their tasks faster than traditional correlation analyses. On the other hand
it is still a problem for large numbers n.
If only the abstract models are needed nally,
it is possible to restrict the modelling process
on a very small number of implementations per
service. To get complete real world models
other restrictions have to be applied. One possibility is to preselect pairs of objects which
surely cannot depend on each other. E.g. it is
not necessary to test whether two web clients
depend on each other. Such exceptions are
easy to specify, but signi cantly reduce the
amount of dependencies that have to be investigated.
Another way is to divide the environment that
should be modelled into smaller areas, like administrative zones or according to topological
aspects. To avoid that these areas must remain
absolutely isolated, it is possible to add special
objects to each of them representing connections to the outside. This also helps to nd the
right partitioning: If too many dependencies
exist to these objects, it is helpful to add objects to the area. Objects with no (or very few)
dependencies within the area are good candidates to remain outside.
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Conclusion

and

future

work

This article showed that, although dependency
models provide a lot of advantages to service management, they are not widely used.
The main reason for this is the lack of generally available service models (respectively sufciently exact dependency descriptions) and
the huge e ort needed to generate such models
manually.
A method was presented that enables the creation of such models for various use cases in a
| to a considerable extent | automated way.
There are still unsolved problems and question that have to be investigated further, like
to what number of services and applications
the method still works well enough. Or what
polling intervals are suitable for the data collection. For this, a compromise between reducing time and bandwidth' for the management
purposes and the quality of the dependency detection must be found.
To prove and to improve the robustness of the
method, especially because it is based on sometimes mistrusted neural networks, the plans
for the future also include tests in several real
world environments and for various management tasks.
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